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SCHEDULE XXXIX - MALAYSIA
This Schedule is authentic only in the English language
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All specific duties in Column "Bound rate of duty" expressed in $ refer to Ringgit Malaysia (RM)

Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
040520000 - Dairy spreads 2%

040590 - Other

040590100 - - - Ghee 20 sen/Kg

0405902 Anhydrous butterfat:

040590210 for  use in the manufacture of reconstituted milk 2%

040590290 other 5%

040590900 Other 2%

071410 - Manioc (cassava)

071410100 Dried  chips 5% + $16.80/Kg

071410200 In the form of pellets 5% + $17.80/Kg

071410900 Other 5% + $16.80/Kg

071420000 - Sweet potatoes 5% + $31.00/Kg

071490 - Other:

071490100 Sago pith 5%

071490900 Other 5% + $31.00/Kg

081090 - Other:

0810901 Tropical fruit:

081090110 rambutan 5% + $661.40/Ton

081090120 durian 5% + $330.70/Ton

081090130 langsat 5% + $661.40/Ton

081090140 jack fruit (cempedak and nangka) 5% + $330.70/Ton

081090150 mata kucing (including longan) 5% + $661.40/Ton

081090160 cikus 5% + $661.40/Ton

081090170 star fruits 5% + $661.40/Ton
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
081090180 tamarinds 2%

081090190 other 5% + $661.40/Ton

081090900 Other: 5% + $661.40/Ton

121220000 - Seaweeds and other algae 0%

130211000 - - Opium 5%

130212000 - - Of liquorice 5%

130213000 - - Of hops 5%

130214000 - - Of pyrethrum or of the roots of plants 
containing rotenone

5%

130219000 - - Other 5%

152000000 - Glycerol, crude, glycerol waters and glycerol lyes 5%

160232 - - Of fowls of the species Gallus domesticus:

1602321 In airtight containers:

160232110 infant and baby food 15%

160232190 other 15%

160232900 Other 15%

160239 - - Other:

1602391 In airtight containers:

160239110 infant and baby food 15%

160239190 other 15%

160239900 Other 15%

170219 - - Other

170219100 Lactose 5% + RM143.3/Ton

170219200 Lactose syrup 5% + RM0.96/Ton

190110 - Preparations for infant use, put up for retail sale:
190110100 Of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, whether or 

not   containing cocoa in a proportion by weight of 
less than 40 % calculated on a totally defatted basis

10%

1901102 Of goods of headings 04.01 to 04.04, not 
containing cocoa:
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
190110210 prepared milk in powder form for use as infants' 

food
5%

190110290 other 5%

190110300 Of goods of headings 04.01 to 04.04, containing 
cocoa by  weight of less than 5 % calculated a 
totally defatted basis

15% or $2.00/Kg w.i.t.h.

190120 - Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers' 
wares of  heading 19.05:

190120100 Of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, whether or 
not containing  cocoa in a proportion by weight of 
less than 40% calculated on a  totally defatted basis

20%

190120200 Of goods of headings  04.01 to 04.04, not 
containing cocoa

31%

190120300 Of goods of headings 04.01 to 04.04, containing 
cocoa by  weight of less than 5 % calculated on a 
totally defatted basis

15% or $2.00/Kg w.i.t.h.

190190 - Other:
190190100 Malt extract 5%
1901902 Filled milk:
190190210 condensed, sweetened $44.85/Kg
190190220 condensed unsweetened $36.60/Kg
190190230 in powder form $19.30/Kg
1901909 Other:
190190910 of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, not 

containing cocoa
18%

190190920 of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, containing  
cocoa  powder in a proportion by weight of less 
than 40 % calculated on a totally defatted basis

18%

190190930 of goods of headings 04.01 to 04.04, not containing 
cocoa

31%

190190940 of goods of headings  04.01 to 04.04, containing  
cocoa powder in a proportion by weight of less 
than 5 % calculated on a totally defatted basis

15% or $2.00/Kg w.i.t.h.

190410 - Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or 
roasting of cereals or cereal products:
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
1904101 Of oats:
190410110 containing less than 6  % by weight of cocoa 

calculated on a totally defatted basis or coated with 
chocolate

15% or $2.88/Kg w.i.t.h.

190410190 other 20%
1904109 Other:
190410910 containing less than 6% by weight of cocoa 

calculated on a totally defatted basis or coated with 
chocolate

15% or $2.00/Kg w.i.t.h.

190410990 other 20%
190420 - Prepared foods obtained from unroasted cereal 

flakes or from mixtures of unroasted cereal flakes 
and roasted cereal flakes or swelled cereals:

190420100 Containing less than 6% by weight of cocoa 
calculated on a totally defatted basis or coated with 
chocolate

15% or RM2.00/Kg w.i.t.h.

190420900 Other 20%
190490 - Other:
190490100 Containing less than 8% by weight of cocoa 

powder or coated with chocolate
15% or $2.00/Kg w.i.t.h.

190490900 Other 15%
200490 - Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables:
200490100 Cooked otherwise than by steaming or boiling in 

water
20%

200490200 Infant and baby food 10%
200490300 Sweet corn, on the cob or in grains 20%
200490400 Preparations of leguminous vegetables or manioc, 

sweet potatoes or similar roots and tubers with high 
starch content flours

20%

2004909 Other:
200490910 in airtight containers 20%
200490990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg
200540 - Peas (pisum sativum):
200540100 Infant and baby food 10%
2005409 Other:
200540910 in airtight containers 20%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
200540990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg
200551 - - Beans, shelled:
200551100 Infant and baby food 10%
2005519 Other:
200551910 in airtight containers 20%
200551990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg
200559 - - Other:

200559100 Infant and baby food 10%

2005599 Other:

200559910 in airtight containers 20%

200559990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg

200560 - Asparagus:

200560100 Infant and baby food 10%

2005609 Other:

200560910 in airtight containers 20%

200560990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg

200570 - Olives:

200570100 Infant and baby food 8%

2005709 Other:

200570910 in airtight containers 20%

200570990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg

200580 - Sweet corn (Zea mays var, saccharata):

200580100 In airtight containers 20%

200580900 Other 15%

200590 - Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables:

200590100 Infant and baby food 8%

2005909 Other:

200590910 in airtight container 20%

200590990 other 5% + $14.96/Kg
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
200600000 Vegetables, fruits, nuts, fruit-peel and other parts 

of plants, preserved by sugar (drained, glacé or 
crystallised).

5% + 66 sen/Kg

200892 - - Mixtures:
200892100 Cooked otherwise than by steaming or boiling in 

water, frozen
$744.00/Ton

200892200 Of stems, roots and other edible parts of plants 20%
2008929 Other:
20089291 containing added sugar or sweetening matter or 

spirit:

200892911 in airtight containers 20%
200892919 other 5% + $661.38/Kg
20089299 other:

200892991 in airtight containers 20%

200892999 other 5% + 66 sen/Kg

200899 - - Other:

200899100 Cooked otherwise than by steaming or boiling 
water, frozen

$744.00/Ton

200899200 Stems, roots and other edible parts of plants 20%
2008999 Other:
20089991 containing added sugar or sweetening matter or 

spirit:

200899911 in airtight containers 20%
200899919 other 5% + $661.38/Kg

20089999 other:

200899991 in airtight containers 20%

200899999 other 66 sen/Kg

210690 - Other:

210690100 Table cream powders having a basis of milk 5%
210690200 Seri kaya 15%
210690300 Autolysed yeast preparations 20%
2106904 Preparations (other  than those based on 

odoriferous substances) used for making beverages 
(liqueurs etc.):
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Special Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Safeguard Right and charges
210690410 having non-alcoholic  strength by volume not   

exceeding 0.5 % volume
10%

210690490 other 10%
210690500 Preparations for the manufacture of lemonade or 

other   beverages
15%

210690600 Preparations used for making jellies 15%
210690700 Ice cream powder 5%
210690800 Food supplements 620 per dal
2106909 Other:
210690910 for use as infant and baby food 0%
210690990 other 15%
220890 - Other:
220890100 Samsu (including medicated samsu) RM620.00 per dal
220890200 Arrack and pineapple spirit RM620.00 per dal

220890300 Bitters RM1,200.00 per dal

2208909 Other spirituous beverages:

220890910 exceeding 0.5 % vol but not exceeding 1.14 % vol RM460.00 per dal
220890990 other RM620.00 per dal

230670000 - Of maize (corn) germ 10%

330190 - Other:

330190100 -- Terpenic by-products of the deterpenation of 
essential oils

10%

330190200 -- Concentrates of essential oils in fats, in fixed 
oils, in waxes or the like, obtained by enfleurage or 
maceration

10%

330190300 -- Aqueous distillates and aqueous solutions of 
essential oils

30%

350211000 -- Dried 10%
350219000 -- Other 10%
350220000 - Milk albumin, including concentrates of two or 

more whey  proteins
10%

350290000 - Other 10%
382460000 - Sorbitol other than that of subheading 2905.44 5%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
030211000 - - Trout (Salmo trutta, Oncorhynchus mykiss, 

Oncorhynchus clarki, Oncorhynchus aguabonita, 
Oncorhynchus gilae, Oncorhynchus apache and 
Oncorhynchus chrysogaster)

0%

030321000 - - Trout (Salmo trutta, Oncorhynchus mykiss, 
Oncorhynchus clarki, Oncorhynchus aguabonita, 
Oncorhynchus gilae, Oncorhynchus apache and 
Oncorhynchus chrysogaster)

0%

282739000 - - Other: 5%
283529000 - - Other 30%
283699000 - - Other 5%
284161000 - - Potassium permanganate 5%
284169000 - - Other 5%
284800000 Phosphides, whether or not chemically defined, excluding 

ferrophosphorus
5%

290349000 - - Other 5%
290490000 - Other 5%
291634000 - - Phenylacetic acid and its salts 5%
291635000 - - Esters of phenylacetic acid 5%
292243000 - - Anthranilic acid and its salts 5%
292249000 - - Other 5%
292422000 - - 2-Acetamidobenzoic acid 5%
292429000 - - Other 5%
293332000 - - Piperidine and its salts 5%
293339 - - Other:
293339100 - - - Paraquat salts 10%
293339900 - - - Other 5%
293359000 - - Other 5%

SCHEDULE XXXIX - MALAYSIA
PART I - MOST-FAVOURED NATION TARIFF

SECTION II – Other Products
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
293490 -  Other:
293490100 - -  Sultones and sultams 5%
293490900 - -  Other 5%
293941000 - - Ephedrine and its salts 5%
293942000 - - Pseudoephedrine (INN) and its salts 5%
293949000 - - Other 5%
293961000 - - Ergometrine (INN) and its salts 5%
293962000 - - Ergotamine (INN) and its salts 5%
293963000 - - Lysergic acid and its salts 5%
293969000 - - Other 5%
330620000 - Yarn used to clean between the teeth (dental floss) 20%
382200000 Diagnostic or laboratory reagents on a backing, prepared 

diagnostic or laboratory reagents whether or not on a 
backing, other than those of heading 30.02 or 30.06.

0%

382420000 - Napthenic acids, their water-insoluble salts and their 5%
382471000 - - Containing acyclic hydrocarbons perhalogenated only 

with flourine and chlorine
5%

382479000 - - Other 5%
382490 - Other:
382490100 Copying pastes with a basis of gelatin 5%
382490200 Composite inorganic solvents 5%
382490300 Acetone oil 5%
382490400 Preparations or mixtures containing monosodium glutamate 5%
382490500 Products and preparations containing  CFC-11, CFC-12, 

CFC-113, CFC-114, CFC-115, Halon 1211, Halon 1301, 
and/or Halon 2402

5%

382490900 Other U
390519000 - - Other 30%
390530 Polyvinyl alcohol, whether or not containing unhydrolysed 

acetate groups:

390530100 In the form of dispersion 30%
390530900 Other 30%
390591 - - Copolymers:
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
390591100 In the form of dispersion 30%
390591900 Other 30%
390599000 - - Other 30%
401011000 - - Reinforced only with metal 30%
401012000 - - Reinforced only with textile materials 30%
401013000 -- reinforced only with plastic 30%
401019000 - - Other 30%
401021000 - - Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section 

(V-belts), whether or not grooved of a circumference 
exceeding 60 cm but not exceeding 180 cm

30%

401022000 - - Endless transmission belts of trapezoidal cross-section 
(V-belts), whether or not grooved of a circumference 
exceeding 180 cm but not exceeding 240 cm

30%

401023000 - - Endless synchronous belts, of a outside circumference 
exceeding 60 cm but not exceeding 150 cm

30%

401024000 - - Endless synchronous belts, of a outside circumference 
exceeding 150 cm but not exceeding 198 cm

30%

441222000 - - With a least one ply of tropical wood specified in 
subheading Note 1 to this Chapter

25%

441520000 - Pallets, box pallets and other load boards; pallet collar 20%
442190 - Other:
442190100 Spools, cops, bobbins, sewing thread reels and the like 20%
442190200 Candy-sticks, ice-cream sticks and ice-cream spoons 30%
442190300 Wood paving blocks 20%
4421904 Match splints, wooden pegs or pins for footwear:
442190410 match splints 20%
442190490 other 20%
442190500 Joss stick 15%
442190600 Blind and blind fittings 20%
442190700 Toothpicks 30%
442190800 Fans and hand screens, frames and handles therefor and 

parts of such frames and handles
5%

442190900 Other 20%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
470620000 - Pulps of fibres derived from recovered (waste and scrap) 

paper and paperboard
5%

470691000 - - Mechanical 5%
470692000 - - Chemical 5%
470693000 - - Semi-chemical 5%
482390 - Other:
482390100 Joss paper 25%
482390200 Silicon paper 25%
482390300 Punched jacquard cards 20%
482390400 Fans and hand screens, with paper mounts or leaves and 

frames of  any materials, and separately imported mounts
20%

482390500 Cards for statistical machines 10%
4823909 Other:
48239091 cut to size or shape:
482390911 in strips, rolls or sheets 25%
482390919 other 25%
482390990 other articles 25%
520526000 - - Measuring less than 125 decitex but not less than 106.38 

decitex (exceeding 80 metric number but not exceeding 94 
metric number)

10%

520527000 - - Measuring less than 106.38 decitex but not less than 
83.33 decitex (exceeding 94 metric number but not 
exceeding 120 metric number)

10%

520528000 - - Measuring less than 83.33 decitex (exceeding 120 metric 
number)

10%

520546000 - - Measuring per single yarn less than 125 decitex but not 
less than 106.38 decitex (exceeding 80 metric number but 
not exceeding 94 metric number per ingle yarn)

10%

520547000 - - Measuring per single yarn less than 106.38 decitex but 
not  less than 83.33 decitex (exceeding 94 metric number 
but not exceeding 120 metric number per single yarn)

10%

520548000 - - Measuring per single yarn less than 83.33 decitex 
(exceeding 120 metric number per single yarn)

10%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
520942000 - - Denim 20%
521142000 - - Denim 20%
540210000 - High tenacity yarn of nylon or other polyamides: 20%
540232000 - - Of nylon or other polyamides, measuring per single yarn 

more than 50 tex
20%

540241000 - - Of nylon or other polyamides 20%
540769000 - - Other 20%
540774 - - Printed:
540774100 Elastic fabrics and trimmings consisting of synthetic  

materials combined with rubber threads
20%

5407749 Other:
540774910 batik 20%
540774990 other 20%
560311000 - - Weighing not more than 25 g/m2 20%
560312000 - - Weighing more than 25 g/m2 but not more than 70 g/m2 20%
560313000 - - Weighing more than 70 g/m2 but not more than 150 20%
560314000 - - Weighing more than 150 g/m2 20%
560391000 - - Weighing not more than 25 g/m2 20%
560392000 - - Weighing more than 25 g/m2 but not more than 70 g/m2 20%
560393000 - - Weighing more than 70 g/m2 but not more than 150 20%
560394000 - - Weighing more than 150 g/m2 20%
580610000 - Woven pile fabrics (including terry toweling and similar 

terry fabrics) and chenille fabrics
30%

611610000 - Impregnated, coated or covered with plastics or rubber 20%
611691000 - - Of wool or fine animal hair 20%
611692000 - - Of cotton 20%
611693000 - - Of synthetic fibres 20%
611699000 - - Of other textile materials 20%
630510 - Of jute or of other textile bast fibres of heading 53.03:
630510100 Of jute 10%
630510900 Other 30%
630532000 - - Flexible intermediate bulk containers 30%
630533000 - - Other, of polyethylene or polypropylene strip or the like 30%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
630539000 - - Other 30%
640212000 - - Ski-boots, cross-country ski footwear and snowboard 

boots
30%

640291000 - - Covering the ankle 30%
640312000 - - Ski-boots, cross-country skit footwear and snowboard 

boots
30%

640391000 - - Covering the ankle 30%
640411000 - - Sports footwear, tennis shoes, basketball shoes, gym 

shoes, training shoes and the like
30%

681099000 - - Other 20%
690912000 - - Articles having a hardness equivalent to 9 or more on 

the  Mohs scale
10%

690919000 - - Other 10%
700510 - Non-wired glass, having an absorbent, reflecting or non-

reflecting layer:

700510100 Optical glass 5%
7005109 Other:
700510910 cut to shape other than in rectangular shape U
700510990 other U
700600 Glass of heading 70.03, 70.04 or 70.05, bent, edge-worked, 

engraved, drilled, enamelled or otherwise worked, but not 
framed or fitted with other materials.

700600100 Optical glass 5%
700600900 Other U
701020000 - Stoppers, lids and other closures 30%
701093 - - Exceeding 0.15l but not exceeding 0.33l:
701093100 Preserving jars of glass 30%
701093900 Other 30%
701911000 - - Chopped strands of a length of not more than 50 mm 30%
701912000 - - Rovings 30%
701940000 - Woven fabrics of rovings 30%
701951000 - - Of a width not exceeding 30 cm 30%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
(HS1996) of duty of duty period from/to (*) Right and charges
701952000 - - Of a width exceeding 30 cm, plain weave, weighing less 

than 250 g/m2, of filaments measuring per single yarn not 
more than 136 tex

30%

701959000 - -  Other 30%
710110000 - Natural pearls 5%
710121000 - - Unworked 5%
710122000 - - Worked 5%
711210000 - - Of gold, including metal clad with gold but excluding  

sweepings containing other precious metals
5%

711220000 - - Of platinum, including metal clad with platinum but 
excluding sweepings containing other precious metals

20%

711290000 -Other 20%
711610000 - Of natural or cultured pearls 10%
720150000 - Alloy pig iron, spegeleisen 5%
720449 - - Other:
720449100 Of tin plate 5%
720449900 Other 5%
721510100 Round 30%
721510900 Other 30%
721550 - Other, not further worked than cold-formed or cold-

finished:
7215501 Containing by weight 0.6 % or more of carbon:
721550110 round 30%
721550190 other 30%
7215509 Other:
721550910 round 30%
721550990 other 30%
722100000 Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of 

stainless steel.
30%

722211000 - - Of circular cross-section 30%
722220 - Bars and rods, not further worked than cold-formed cold-

finished:

722220100 Round 30%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
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722220900 Other U
722230100 Round 30%
722230900 Other U
722710000 - Of high speed steel 30%
722720000 - Of silico-manganese steel 30%
722790000 - Other 30%
722810 `-Bars and rods of high speed steel
722810100 Round 30%
722810900 Other 30%
72282 - Bars and rods of silico-manganese steel:
722820100 Round 30%
722820900 Other U
72283 - Other bars and rods, not further worked than hot-rolled, 

hot-drawn or extruded:

722830100 Round 30%
722830900 Other 30%
72284 - Other bars and rods, not further worked than forged:
722840100 Round 30%
722840900 Other U
72285 - Other bars and rods, not further worked than cold-formed 

or cold-finished:

722850100 Round 30%
722850900 Other 30%
72286 - Other bars and rods:
722860100 Round 30%
722860900 Other 30%
722990100 Of a cross-sectional dimension of less than 5.5 mm 30%
722990900 Other: 30%
731413000 - - Other endless band for machinery 25%
731414000 - - Other woven cloth, of stainless steel 25%
731419000 - - Other 25%
740400000 Copper waste and scrap. 5%
741420000 - Cloth 5%
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
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741490000 - Other 5%
741811000 - - Pot scourers and scouring or polishing pads, gloves and 

the like
30%

750300000 Nickel waste and scrap. 5%
750890000 - Other 5%
761519000 - Other 30%
761691000 - - Cloth, grill, netting and fencing, of aluminium wire 30%
780200000 Lead waste and scrap. 5%
790200000 Zinc waste and scrap. 5%
790700 Other articles of zinc
790700100 -Gutters, roof capping, skylight frames and other fabricated 

building components
30%

7907002 -Household articles and parts thereof:
790700210 ash trays U
790700220 - cigarette cases or boxes and the like 30%
790700290 - Other 20%
790700900 - Other 5%
800500000 Tin foil (whether or not printed or backed with paper, 

paperboard, plastics or similar backing materials), of a 
thickness (excluding any exceeding 0.2 mm, tin powders 
and flakes).

5%

810710 - Unwrought cadmium; waste and scrap; powders:
810710100 - Unwrought cadmium 5%
810710200 - Waste and scrap 5%
8107103 powders:
810710310 - - - unwrought 5%
810710320 - - - waste and scrap 5%
821195000 - - Handles of base metal 30%
840681000 - - Of an output exceeding 40 MW 5%
840682000 - - Of an output not exceeding 40 MW 5%
841350000 - Other reciprocating positive displacement pumps 30%
841360000 - Other rotary positive displacement pumps 5%
841370 - Other centrifugal pumps:
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Tariff item Description of Products Base rate Bound rate Implementation Initial Negotiation Other duties
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841370100 With inlet diameter not exceeding 200 mm 20%
841370200 With inlet diameter exceeding 200 mm 10%
841381000 - - Pumps 5%
841520000 - Of a kind used for persons, in motor vehicles 30%
842121000 - - For filtering or purifying water 5%
842489000 - - Other mechanical applian-ces, o/t for agriculture or 

horticulture
U

842489000 - - - Deflash machines for cleaning and removing 
contaminants from the metal leads of semiconductor 
packages prior to the electroplating process

5% 0%

842489000 - - - Spraying appliances for etching, stripping or cleaning 
semiconductor wafers

5% 0%

842489000 - - - Other 0% 5%
846911000 - - Word processing machines 30% 0%
846920000 - Other typewriters, electric 20%
847010100 - - - Pocket size 5% 0%
847010900 - - - Other 20% 0%
847029 - - Other
847029100 - - - Pocket size 5% 0%
847029900 - - - Other 20% 0%
847190000 - Other 0% 0%
847290100 - - - Cash registers not incorp a calculating device 30% 5%
847290200 - - - Automatic teller machines 5% 0%
847290900 - - - Other office machines, nes 30% 5%
847310000 - Parts and accessories of the machines of heading 84.69 30%
847321000 - - Parts and accessories for electronic calculating machines
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847321000 ex01 - - - Printed Circuit Assemblies for products falling within 

this agreement, including such assemblies for external 
connection such as cards that conform to the PCMCIA 
standard.  Such printed circuit assemblies consist of one or 
more printed circuits of heading 8534 with one or more 
active elements assembled thereon, with or without passive 
elements "Active elements" means diodes, transistors, and 
similar semiconductor devices, whether or not 
photosensitive, of Heading 8541, and integrated circuits 
and micro assemblies of heading 8542.

20% 0%

847321000 ex02 - - - Other 30% 5%
847329000 - - Parts and accessories for calculating and similar 
847329000 ex01 - - - Printed Circuit Assemblies for products falling within 

this agreement, including such assemblies for external 
connection such as cards that conform to the PCMCIA 
standard.  Such printed circuit assemblies consist of one or 
more printed circuits of heading 8534 with one or more 
active elements assembled thereon, with or without passive 
elements "Active elements" means diodes, transistors, and 
similar semiconductor devices, whether or not 
photosensitive, of Heading 8541, and integrated circuits 
and micro assemblies of heading 8542.

20% 0%

847329000 ex02 - - - Other 30% 5%
847330000 - - Parts and accessories for  automatic data processing 

machines
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847330000 ex01 - - - Printed Circuit Assemblies for products falling within 

this agreement, including such assemblies for external 
connection such as cards that conform to the PCMCIA 
standard.  Such printed circuit assemblies consist of one or 
more printed circuits of heading 8534 with one or more 
active elements assembled thereon, with or without passive 
elements "Active elements" means diodes, transistors, and 
similar semiconductor devices, whether or not 
photosensitive, of Heading 8541, and integrated circuits 
and micro assemblies of heading 8542.

3% 0%

847330000 ex02 - - - Multimedia upgrace kits for automatic data processing 
machines, and units thereof, put up for retail sale, 
consisting of at least, speakers and/or microphones as well 
as a printed circuit assembly than enables the ADP 
machines and units thereof to process audio signals (sound 
cards).

3% 0%

847330000 ex03 - - - Other 5% 0%
847340000 - Parts and accessories of the machines of heading 84.72 5%
847350000 - Parts and accessories equally suitable for use with 

machines of two or more of the headings 84.69 to 84.72
5% 0%

847681000 - - Incorporating heating or refrigerating devices 5%
847689000 - - Other 5%
847910000 - Machinery for public works, building or the like 5%
847950000 - Industrial robots, not elsewhere specified or included 5%
847960000 - Evaporative air coolers 5%
847981000 - - For treating metal, including electric wire coil-winders 5%
847982000 - - Mixing, kneading, crushing, grinding, screening, sifting, 

homogenising, emulsifying or stirring machines
5%

847989 - - Other
847989100 - - - Other automatic service-vending machines 5% 5%
847989900 - - - Other machines and mechanical appliances having  

individual functions,  not elsewhere specified

847989900 ex01 - - - - Epitaxial deposition machines for semiconductor 
wafers

5% 0%
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847989900 ex02 - - - - Spinners for coating photographic emulsions on 

semiconductor wafers.
5% 0%

847989900 ex03 - - - - Physical deposition apparatus for semiconductor 
production.

5% 0%

847989900 ex04 - - - - Die attach apparatus, tape automated bonders, and 
wire bonders for assembly of semiconductors.

5% 0%

847989900 ex05 - - - - Apparatus for physical deposition by sputtering on 
semiconductor wafers.

5% 0%

847989900 ex06 - - - - Apparatus for growing or pulling monocrystal 
semiconductor boules.

5% 0%

847989900 ex07 - - - - Apparatus for wet etching, developing, stripping or 
cleaning semiconductor wafers and flat panel displays.

5% 0%

847989900 ex08 - - - - Other machines and mch appl 0% 5%
848340000 - Gears and gearing, other than toothed wheels, chain 

sprockets and other transmission elements presented 
separately; bill screws; gear boxes and other speed changes, 
including torque converters

5%

848420000 - Mechanical seals 5%
848590 - Other:
848590100 Oil seal rings 5%
848590900 Other 5%
850231000 - - Wind powered 30%
850440 - Static converters
850440100 Uninterruptible Power System (UPS) 0%
850440900 Other 0%
850650000 - Lithium 10%
850660000 - Air-zinc 10%
850980000 - Other appliances: 30%
851030000 - Hair-removing appliances 30%
851711000 - - Line telephone sets with cordless handsets 25% 0%
851719000 - - Other 25% 0%
851721000 - - Fasimile machine 5% 0%
851992000 - - pocket-size cassette players 20%
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852032000 - - Digital audio types 20%
852039000 - - Other 20%
852110000 - Magnetic tape-type 30%
852190000 - Other 30%
852330000 - Cards incorporating a magnetic stripe 5%
852390 - Other:
852390100 for use in computer 20% 0%
852390200 compact disc 20% 0%
852390900 other 20% 0%
852431 - - For reproducing phenomena other than sound or image:
852431100 for use in computer 5% 0%
852431900 other 5% 0%
852432000 - - For reproducing sound only 5%
852439 -- Other:
852439100 - - - for use in computer 5% 0%
852439900 - - - other 5%
852440000 - Magnetic tapes for reproducing phenomena other than 

sound or  image
5% 0%

852460000 - Cards incorporating a magnatic stripes 10%
852491 - - For reproducing phenomena other than sound or image:
852491100 for use in computer 5% 0%
852491900 other 5% 0%
852530000 - Television cameras 5%
852540 - Still image video cameras and other video camera 
852540000 ex01 - - Digital still image video cameras 5% 0%
852540000 ex02 - - Other 5%
853932000 - -  Mercury or sodium vapour lamps; metal halide lamps 15%
854040000 - Data/graphic display tubes, colour, with a phosphor dot 

screen pitch smaller than 0.4 mm
5%

854050000 - Data/graphic display tubes, black and white or other   
monochrome

5%

854212000 - - Cards incorporating an electronic integrated circuit 
("smart cards")

0% 0%
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854213000 - -Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS technology) 0% 0%
854214000 - - Circuits obtained by bipolar technology 0% 0%
854219000 - - Other, including circuits obtained by a combination of 

bipolar and MOS technologies (BIMOS technology)
0% 0%

854230000 - Other monolithic integrated circuits 0% 0%
854240000 - Hybrid integrated circuits 0% 0%
854250000 - Electronic microassebmlies 0%
854311000 - - Ion implanters for doping semiconductor materials 5% 0%
854319000 - - Other 5%
854389000 - - Other machines and  apparatus, having individual 

functions, nes

854389000 ex01 - - - Electrical machines with translation or dictionary 
functions

5% 0%

854389000 ex02 - - - Other 5% 5%
854810100 Primary cells and primary batteries 10%
8548102 Electric accumulators:
854810210 for use in aircrafts U
854810220 6 volts and 12 volts electric accumulators of a height 

(excluding terminals and handles) not more than 23 cm
30%

854810290 other 20%
854810900 Other 20%
900659000 - - Other 10%
900720 - Projectors:
900720100 For film of less than 16 mm in width 10%
900720900 Other 5%
901041000 - - Direct write-on-wafer apparatus 20% 0%
901042000 - - Step and repeat aligners 20% 0%
901812000 - - Ultrasonic scanning apparatus 0%
901813000 - - Magnetic resonance imaging apparatus 0%
901814000 - - Scintigraphic apparatus 0%
901819 - - Other:
901819100 Self-monitoring apparatus used in diagnosing diabetes 0%
901819900 Other 0%
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902212000 - - Computed tomography apparatus 0%
902213000 - - Other, for dental uses 0%
902580 - Other instruments:
902580100 Electrically or electronically operated 0%
902580900 Other 0%
903082000 - - For measuring or checking semiconductor wafers or 

devices
0% 0%

903083000 - - Other, with a recording device 0%
903089000 - - Other 0%
903141000 - - For inspecting semiconductor wafers or devices or for 

inspecting  photomasks or reticles used in manufacturing 
semiconductor devices

5% 0%

903149000 - - Other optical instrumentsand appliances
903149000 ex01 - - - Optical instruments and appliances for measuring 

surface particulate contamination on semiconductor wafers
5% 0%

903149000 ex02 - - - Other 5% 5%
910111000 - - With mechanical display only 5%
910112000 - - With opto-electronic display only 5%
910129000 - - Other 5%
910191000 - - Electrically operated 5%
910199000 - - Other 5%
910211000 - - With mechanical display only 5%
910212000 - - With opto-electronic display only 5%
910219000 - - Other 5%
910229000 - - Other 5%
910291000 - - Electrically operated 5%
910299000 - - Other 5%
910310000 - Electrically operated 5%
910390000 - Other 5%
910511000 - - Electrically operated 5%
910519000 - - Other 5%
910521000 - - Electrically operated 5%
910529000 - - Other 5%
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910591000 - - Electrically operated 5%
910599000 - - Other 5%
910811000 - - With mechanical display only or with a device to which 

a mechanical display can be incorporated
5%

910812000 - - With opto-electronic display only 5%
910819000 - - Other 5%
910891000 - - Measuring 33.8 mm or less 5%
910899000 - - Other 5%
910911000 - - Of alarm clocks 5%
910919000 - - Other 5%
910990000 - Other 5%
950699000 - - Other 5%
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